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Gwelx ye’enst means the exercise of Gitanyow’s rights and responsibilities to hold, protect and pass on the land and water in a sustainable manner from generation to generation, including the process of developing the Gitanyow Lax’yip Land Use Plan.
HA’NII TOKXW
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“Ha’nni tokxw” means “our food table” and is the Gitanyow designation that encompasses the land, water, air and all resources associated with Hanna Tintina and the Biodiversity Areas set out in Schedules A and B, where landscape is retained in a predominantly natural condition (as per conditions under traditional Gitanyow management) to maintain and enhance the availability of Gitanyow foods, and protect the water that is the lifeblood of the Gitanyow Lax’yip.
YINKA DENÉ BAN OF TAR SANDS PIPELINES FROM ITS TERRITORIES & WATERSHEDS
Applying Coast Salish law to environmental assessment
ACTING ON INDIGENOUS AUTHORITY TO PROTECT THE LAND AND WATER
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